Implementation of the
Taskforce of Climate-related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD)
Day 2 – Implementing TCFD recommendations

3 August 2022

Programme objectives

1 • Provide an overview of the regulatory trends on climaterelated requirements and disclosures
2 • Understand the key principles and recommendations by
TCFD

3 • Identify practical approaches to implement the TCFD
recommendations
4 • Learn from leading practices on TCFD disclosures
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Program Overview
3 August 2022

2 August 2022

Day 1
TCFD recommendation – what does good look like?

Day 2
<Day 2 title>
Implementing TCFD recommendations
Subtopics:

Subtopics:

1. Implementation path for first time adopter

1. Overview of TCFD recommendation

2. Resources to implement TCFD recommendation

2. TCFD recommendations
• Governance
• Strategy
• Risk management
• Metrics and Target

3. Challenges and practical approaches
4. Panel discussion: Implementation of TCFD by practitioners

Speakers for day 2

Speakers for day 1
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What’s on for today?
Implementing TCFD recommendations | Date and time: 3 August 2022, 3:00pm – 5:30pm
Introduction

•

Introduction

•

Recap on TCFD

•

Implementing path for first time adopter:

5 mins

3:00pm – 3:05pm

40 mins

3:05pm – 3:45 pm

15mins

3:45pm – 3:55pm

5mins

3:55pm – 4:00pm

• Governance
• Strategy

Implementing TCFD

• Risk management
• Metrics and targets

Q & A session

•

Resources on implementing TCFD

•

Challenges and practical approaches

•

Q&A

Short break

Implementation of TCFD by practitioners

Q & A session
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•

Sharing session by practitioner on their approach in
implementing the TCFD recommendations

70 mins

4:00pm – 5:10pm

•

Q&A

20mins

5:10pm – 5:30pm

Introduction
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STRETCH

BASIC

TCFD application guide - Governance
Board
oversight on
sustainability
and climaterelated matters

Separate
committee on
sustainability
and climaterelated matters

Source : JC3 TCFD Application Guide
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Sustainability
governance
structure
including
climate-related
matters at the
management
level

Sustainability
and climaterelated board
credentials

Sustainability
and climaterelated training

Sustainability
and climaterelated
discussion in
board meetings

Sustainability/
climate-linked
remuneration

STRETCH

BASIC

TCFD application guide - Strategy
Identification of
climate-related risks
and opportunities

Scenario analysis as an
opportunity to improve
strategic resilience and
explore climate
vulnerabilities

Source : JC3 TCFD Application Guide
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Impact of climaterelated risks and
opportunities

Strategy and risk
appetite on climate
change related risks
and sustainability
measures

BASIC

TCFD application guide – Risk management
Process for identifying and
assessing climate-related risk

Process for managing climaterelated risks

Process for integrating
identification, assessment and
management of climate-related
risk into overall risk management

• Describe risk management process

• Describe process of managing

• Describe how the processes for

for identifying and assessing climaterelated risk.

• Describe how the relative significance
of climate-related risks in relation to
other risks are determined

STRETCH

• Describe existing and emerging
regulatory requirement related to
climate change and other relevant
factors are considered

• Disclose process to identify scope,
risk terminologies used,
characterization of climate-related
risks in the context of traditional
industry risks

Source : JC3 TCFD Application Guide
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climate-related risks, including how
decisions are made to mitigate,
transfer, accept or control the
identified risks.

• Describe process for prioritizing
climate-related risks, including how
materiality determinations are made

• Address key transition and physical
risk, as appropriate

identifying, assessing, and managing
climate-related risks are integrated
into the overall risk management of
the financial institutions

TCFD application guide – Metrics and targets

BASIC

Key climate-related metrics
GHG emissions

Physical risks

Transition risks

Climate-related opportunities
Capital deployment

Key climate-related targets

Client engagement
Remuneration

STRETCH

Key climate-related metrics
GHG emissions

Transition risks

Climate-related opportunities
Client
engagement

Physical risks
Portfolio alignment

Internal carbon
prices
Financial position

Source : JC3 TCFD Application Guide
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Performance

• Describes the target used by the financial institution to
manage climate-related risks and opportunities, and
performance against targets

• Describe how key climate-related targets are in line with
climate-related metrics and anticipated regulatory
requirements, market constraints and other goals.

Overview of TCFD
recommendations
Praveen Tekchandani
Partner, Climate Change and Sustainability Services,
Ernst & Young Singapore
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Getting to know you

Has your company started implementing the TCFD recommendations?

Please use the poll to give your answer!
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Do you know ?

How many financial institutions have committed to TCFD ?

Please use the poll to give your answer!
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Do you know ?

How many financial institutions have committed to TCFD ?

Answer: 1,070 institutions,
representing USD 190 trillion
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Core elements of recommended climate-related financial disclosures
Governance
Governance

Strategy

Risk management

The organization’s governance around climate-related risks and
opportunities
Strategy

The actual and potential impacts of climate-related risks and
opportunities on the organization’s businesses, strategy, and
financial planning
Risk management

Metrics and
targets

The processes used by the organization to identify, assess, and
manage climate-related risks
Metrics and targets
The metrics and targets used to assess and manage relevant
climate-related risks and opportunities

Source: TCFD website
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Core elements of the TCFD recommendations
Governance

Strategy

Risk management

Metrics and targets

Disclose the organization’s
governance around climate-related
risks and opportunities

Disclose the actual and potential
impacts of climate-related risks and
opportunities on the organization’s
businesses, strategy, and financial
planning where such information is
material

Disclose how the organization
identifies, assesses, and manages
climate-related risks

Disclose the metrics and targets used
to assess and manage relevant
climate-related risk and opportunities
where such information is material

Recommended Disclosures

Recommended Disclosures

Recommended Disclosures

Recommended Disclosures

a) Describe the board’s oversight of
climate-related risks and
opportunities

a) Describe the climate-related risks and
opportunities the organization has
identified over the short, medium,
and long term

a) Describe the organization’s processes
for identifying and assessing climaterelated risks

a) Describe the metrics used by the
organization to assess climate-related
risks and opportunities in line with its
strategy and risk management
process

b) Describe the management’s role in
assessing and managing climaterelated risks and opportunities

b) Describe the impact of climaterelated risks and opportunities on the
organization’s businesses, strategy,
and financial planning

b) Describe the organization’s processes
for managing climate-related risks

b) Describe Scope 1, Scope 2, and, if
appropriate, Scope 3 greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions, and the related risks

c) Describe the resilience of the
organization’s strategy, taking into
consideration different climaterelated scenarios, including a 2°C or
lower scenario

c) Describe how processes for
identifying, assessing, and managing
climate-related risks are integrated
into the organization’s overall risk
management

c) Describe the targets used by the
organization to manage climaterelated risks and opportunities, and
performance against targets

Source: Final Report: Recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (June 2017)
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Implementing TCFD : first
time adopters
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Eight steps to be a supporter of TCFD recommendation
The eight recommended steps
1. Understand
the TCFD
recommendations and
guidance

The Task Force
structured its
recommendatio
ns around four
pillars that
represent core
elements of
how
organisations
operategovernance,
strategy, risk
management,
and metrics
and targets

2. Identify the
organisation’s
industry

TCFD provides
supplemental
guidance for
sectors:
Financial and
Non-financial
groups

Source : Implementing TCFD Recommendation
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3. Set the
tone at the top
and define
roles

Good
governance
practice is very
much
recommended.
Direct
monitoring and
executive
leadership are
required for
effective
management or
climate-related
risks and
opportunities
and these need
to come from
the boards first

4. Decide
where the
information
will be
disclosed

5. Adapt
existing ERM
practices to
account for
climate risk

6. Perform
materiality
assessment

7. Consider
performing
scenario
analysis

8. Follow the
principles for
effective
disclosures

The main
aspects to
consider in this
decision are
shareholder
feedback and
the advice of
your financial
reporting,
legal, and
compliance
teams

Managing
climate-related
risks needs to
be part of the
organisation’s
risk
management
activities.
Guidance on
how to apply
enterprise risk
management to
ESG related risk
using COSO
framework is
also available
online

Materiality is
the criteria that
defines which
relevant issues
are important
enough to
warrant
reporting on,
this could also
be used to
define which
metrics are
material
enough to be
disclosed

Organisations
must consider
how climaterelated risks
and
opportunities
may evolve and
consider using
scenario
analysis to
properly
incorporate the
potential
effects of
climate change
into the
planning
processes

The principles
are intended to
help firms
understand the
connections
and
relationships
between
climate-related
concerns and
the
governance,
strategy, risk
management,
metrics, and
targets

Considerations while Implementing the TCFD recommendations

1

Managing climate- related issues
• Building appropriate internal processes to manage

4

climate-related issues, as well as collecting necessary
data and metrics.

2

Existing and future reporting requirements
• Reviewing requirements for financial and non-financial

Reporting capabilities
• Developing

processes and capacity to report
information under the TCFD recommendations –
subject to appropriate internal governance processes
and in line with regulatory requirements.

Source : TCFD Overview
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• Taking the unique longer-term impacts and challenges
of climate change into account when assessing
materiality. All organizations are encouraged to report
in line with the Governance and Risk Management
recommendations regardless of materiality.

5

Placement
• Determining the appropriate placement of disclosures —
in mainstream (i.e., public) annual financial filings as
recommended by the TCFD or other official company
reports.

reporting considering whether additional requirements
will likely be released.

3

Materiality

6

Ongoing collaboration and improvement
• Organizations have expressed that participation in TCFD
working groups, workshops or even knowledge sharing
with peers and investors has been helpful in advancing
climate-related disclosure.

3.1
Governance
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Pathway to leadership climate governance

1

2

3

4

5

Basic

Developing

Established

Advanced

Leading

Brief description of
climate-related
management roles
and positions is
provided

Clear explanation of
roles and
responsibilities and
clear description of
management
discussion on climaterelated issues are
provided

Limited involvement
in Board’s and
management level’s
to climate-related
issues where
climate related
issues are not
considered at this
level
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Detailed disclosure of
how the Board
oversees progress
against goals and
targets and frequency
by which the Board/
committees are
informed about the
climate-related issues

Structures for
climate-related
management clearly
explained with
discussion on how
relevant board
committees exercise
oversight over
climate change
related disclosures,
strategies and plans

Climate governance looks different for each organization, the common
operating models we observed follow a structure like the ones shown below

Considerations

Works well
for:

Centralized Model

BU-centric Model
(Decentralized)

• Organizations which are managed
centrally
• Operations which have limited variety in
goods or services sold

• Organizations which require operations
to be working closely with corporate
groups
• Dynamic operations with at least a
moderate degree of overlap

• Organizations which are not centrally
managed
• Operations which are complex,
multidisciplinary, or have highly
specialized silos within the organization

• Involvement from each of the businesses
when developing the strategy may
become too cumbersome.
• Consider a centralized approach within
each of the businesses with respect to
executing the strategy.

• ESG needs will vary across functions
(products, community engagement,
investor relations).
• A cross-functional approach can be utilized
in the form of a core team of experts (e.g.,
climate, water, social) to provide expertise
and tactical direction rather than requiring
businesses to each have their own experts.

• If a business establishes company-wide
ESG goals, a purely business focused
model may make it challenging to
capitalize on synergies and efficiencies
across the businesses.
• A BU-centric approach could be effective
when designing tactical plans for meeting
corporate goals and targets.

Source : EY Global Sustainability Tax
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Cross-functional Model
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Legend:

Sustainability Team

Related Sustainability Functions (e.g., diversity)

Other functions

Governance oversight on climate change is multi-tiered, comprising of board,
executive, and management-level responsibilities
Board

Challenges executives and the managements on climate-related risk
and opportunities

C-level executives

Set strong tone from the top by prioritizing climate action within the
organisation

Executive management
teams

On the ground execution
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Leads teams to integrate climate-related matters into the
organization’s strategic priorities and day-to-day business
operations.

Provide tools, methodologies, support implementation and execution
of strategic priorities.

3.2
Strategy
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Pathway to leadership in climate-related strategy

1

2

3

4

5

Basic

Developing

Established

Advanced

Leading

Overall climaterelated issues are
not integrated into
business strategy
where climaterelated risks and
opportunities are
not in the
consideration
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Overall climaterelated issues are
integrated into
business strategy
with short-medium,
long term horizons
and with brief
qualitative
discussion of
climate-related
impact

Business
operations and
outlook are
disclosed with
brief discussion
on climaterelated risks and
opportunities,
considering
climate-related
scenario analysis

Qualitative and
quantitative
discussions are
conducted to
assess the
impact of
climate-related
issues on
business
operations

Impacts of climaterelated issues are
measured and
explained clearly to
link to the overall
business strategy
and model with
reference to
climate-related
scenarios

Four strategic priorities to embed climate change into financial institution’s
investment strategy

2

1

3

4

Engagement and advocacy

Climate resilience

Low carbon finance

Carbon mitigation

An active management
strategy to encourage
improved climate-related
disclosure from investee
companies, including
advocating with policymakers, regulators,
industry associations and
others to encourage better
climate disclosure and
higher quality climate
related information.

Future-proofing the
financial institutions’
investment portfolio for
climate-related physical and
transition risk and
opportunities.

Allocating capital to finance
the transition to a lowcaron economy, including
investing in renewables,
demand-side efficiency
projects, low carbon
energy, and climate
resilience.

Reducing the carbon
emissions exposure of
investment portfolios.

Source : Investors Leadership Network: Perspective from institutional investors
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Understand the climate risk and opportunities (1/3)
1
TCFD adopters often
provide descriptions of
climate-related risk under
the TCFD Risk Management
pillar. However, these
recommended disclosure
related to the TCFD
Strategy pillar, with Risk
Management pillar being
focused more on climaterelated risk process itself,
and its integration with the
wider risk management
process.1

Climate-related opportunities

Efforts to mitigate and adapt to climate change will likely result in new
opportunities, such as through resource efficiency and cost savings, the
adoption and utilization of low-emission energy sources, the development of new
products and services, and building resilience along the supply chain. Climaterelated opportunities will vary depending on the region, market and industry in
which an organization operates. 2

2

Climate-related risk

Physical risks emanating from climate change can be event-driven (acute), such
as increased severity of extreme weather events (e.g., cyclones, droughts, floods
and fires). They can also relate to longer-term shifts (chronic) in precipitation and
temperature, and increased variability in weather patterns (e.g., sea level rise).
Climate-related risks can also be associated with the transition to a lower-carbon
global economy, the most common of which relates to policy and legal actions,
technology changes, market responses and reputational considerations.2

Source :1: EY: Towards TCFD compliance - Observations on reporting trends ; 2:EY: What climate-related risks is your organization prepared for
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Understand the climate risk and opportunities (1/3)

1
2

Establish a view of potential transition and physical risk and opportunities across the value chain and across
sectors and geographies. This should include analysis of the current carbon footprint to identify material
exposures. The risks should be priorities considering the likelihood and impact on the organisation, as well as
their likely time horizon to inform the latter stages of planning
Consider the organisation’s climate policy environment and its temperature ambitions:
• High ambitions: policy ambition consistent with minimising warming to 1.5oC
• Paris ambition: policy ambition consistent with minimizing warming to 2 oC
• Low ambition business as usual policy ambition resulting in warming of 4oC

3

Determine the scenarios to be modelled. There are multiple transition pathway considerations within different
temperature ambitions and thought will need to be given to the range of climate events and their potential
cross dependencies. Time period will need to be selected based on key internal time horizons and aligned with
availability of data

4

Once scenarios have been established, a qualitative physical and transition risk and opportunity assessment
needs to be undertaken to set out the plausible impacts of each scenarios on the business, its value chain and
customer base

5

The next stage is to translate the scenarios into representative pathways by conducting the modelling and
quantifying the financial risk and opportunity. This assessment should consider aspects such as impact of
different demand curves, frequency of weather events and changes in market.

Source :EY: Towards TCFD compliance - Observations on reporting trends
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Understand the climate risk and opportunities (3/3)
Organizations that seek to understand their climate-related risk exposure should ask themselves the following
questions and get familiar with the following concepts and misconceptions of scenario analysis:
Questions to ask
• Are some of my products or activities at risk
regarding the 2°C road map? How can I turn
this into a competitive advantage?
• What are the biggest emission sources in my
value chain?
• What type of climate-related risks could my
business be exposed to in the long-run (i.e.,
sectors, geography, assets, structure and
dynamics of the organization’s supply and
demand markets that may impact the
business)?
• Are international climate policies and national
commitments integrated into my business
strategy or value chain?

Source : EY: What climate-related risks is your organization prepared for
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Concepts to understand
• An organization may want to familiarize itself
with relevant scenarios developed by the
International Energy Agency (IEA) and the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), given they are the most recognized by
scientists and policy-makers to assess future
vulnerability to climate change.

• An organization may wish to consider the
options and categories related to scenario
analysis: parameters used (e.g., discount rate,
gross domestic product, other macroeconomic
variables and demographic variables).
• An organization should consider available
assumptions (e.g., related to policy changes,
technology development and deployment,
energy mix, price of key commodities or inputs,
geographical tailoring of transitional and
physical impacts, and timing of potential
impacts).

Misconceptions
• The scenario analysis has to be perfect and
finalized; organizations are embarking on a
multi-year journey. Indeed, data does not have
to be perfect as long as assumptions and
uncertainties are disclosed and understood.
• Organizations do not have to start from
scratch; there are several scenarios available
for organizations to leverage as a starting
point.

Illustration of eligible green projects that can be financed through green
financing

Renewable
Energy

Low carbon
transport

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Private transport
(Electric Vehicle
(EV), charging
stations)
• Public passenger
transport (Metro
Rail Transit (MRT),
Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT),
Infrastructure)
• Freight rail

Solar
Wind
Geothermal
Bio-energy
Hydropower
Marine renewables
Transmission and
distribution (smart
grid)
• Energy storage

Source: EY Desktop Research
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Water
• Sustainable water
infrastructure
(clean and/or
drinking water,
sustainable urban
drainage systems
and river training
and other forms of
flood mitigation)

Green
buildings
• Commercial
buildings
• Residential
buildings
• Energy efficiency
• Low carbon
building materials
• Urban
development

Land use &
marine
resources

Waste &
pollution
control

• Natural ecosystem
protection and
restoration
• Sustainable
agriculture
• Sustainable
forestry
• Sustainable fishery
and aquaculture

• Recycling, re-use &
other waste
management
(including circular
economy
production,
technologies and
processes)
• Waste storage
• Emission-efficient
waste to energy
• Wastewater
treatment

Mobilization of sustainable finance in recent years
Banks

Renewable Energy:
onshore wind portfolio
ABN AMRO’s largest onshore wind deal in
Europe: the 487 MW Monegros onshore wind
portfolio. The financing has been
independently validated as a Green Loan under
the Green Loan Principles. 1

Upon fully construction, the 12 onshore wind
farms will generate enough renewable energy
to power the equivalent of 430,000 households
in Spain and support the country’s target to
become carbon neutral. 1

Insurance

Agricultural insurance
products
Swiss Re’s agricultural products developed via
its Agricultural insurance Risk Monitoring
Platform covers multiple climate perils – such
as typhoons, extreme temperature, strong
winds and droughts. These innovative
sustainable insurance products protect
farmers and reinforces food security impacted
by weather hazards. 2
Swiss Re also provides reinsurance capacity
for products developed via the platform ,
further helping to close the protection gap and
drive the development of high-quality
agricultural insurance. 2

Source : 1:ABM AMRO: Accelerating the sustainable shift; 2: Swiss Re Sustainable Solutions; 3: BlackRock Investment ideas and sustainable investing
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Asset Management

Sustainable solutions
via impact investing
BlackRock has launched several Impact Funds,
which are intended to contributed to
measurable positive environmental or United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(“SDG”) outcome, alongside financial returns.

Other than seeking to maximise long-term
total returns, these fund seek to outperform
their benchmark through active investments
into companies whose core business areas are
helping to address the SDGs through their
product and services. 3

3.3
Risk management
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Pathway to leadership in climate- related risk management

1

2

3

4

5

Basic

Developing

Established

Advanced

Leading

Brief mention of
the existence of
process for
identifying and
considering
climate-related
risks and
opportunities
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Process in place
on consideration
of climate-related
risks and
opportunities in
overall risk
management

Detailed
considerations and
management
approach for
climate-related risks
and opportunities

High level approach
to climate-risk
assessment

Reflect the impact
of climate risk
within financial
statements and
linkage of risk
management to
specific business
area/ risk owner

Material risk categories applicable across the financial sector
Climate risks

Financial risks
Insurance
underwriting
risk

Transition risks

Risk that an insurance company will suffer losses
due to climate change impacts on reserving and
pricing

Policy and legal
Technology
Impact on cash flows

Credit risk

Credit risk reflects the potential financial loss
that may arise due to diminished
creditworthiness or default of counterparties

Financial
market risk

Financial market risk is the risk of losses on
financial investments caused by changes in
market value or asset and liability management
impact

Operational
risk

Operational risk represents the potential
economic, reputational or compliance impact of
inadequate or failed internal processes, people
and systems or from external events, including
legal risk and the risk of a material misstatement
in financial reporting

Market
Impact on balance sheet
Consumer

Physical risks
Acute
Chronic

Impact on functioning of
organization

Source: : Climate Financial Risk Forum Guide 2020, Risk Management Chapter
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Integrating climate-related risk into your existing risk management processes

Enterprise Risk
Management
(“ERM”)

Portfolio risk
management

Asset risk
management

Source: Investors Leadership Network: Perspective from institutional investors
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Climate-related risks and opportunities can be integrated into
strategic, operational, financial and compliance categories. It is
critical to ensuring physical and transition risks are understood
from a corporate-wide angle. Aggregation of risk can be used to
determine if climate change represents a substantive impact on
the business

Portfolio view of climate rate mainly focused on
carbon exposure and is used to set portfolio-level
carbon reduction targets.

Due diligence assessments can be enhanced
to embed climate-risk factors, engaging
investment teams to ask the right questions.

Climate-related risk needs to be considered across all aspects of the risk
approach

1 Risk articulation
Identify risk that are relevant to the organization
that may affect the achievement of its objective –
both from a transition and physical perspective.

2 Risk assessment
Express the organization’s appetite for managing
climate-related risk and assess if current risk
scoring criteria allow proper consideration of
climate-related risk.

3 Risk response
Consider what responses to these risk are
proportionate in the context of the
organization.

Questions to consider:
• What time horizon should these be considered
over, and how does this align with existing
timeframes?

• Should the organization establish a separate risk
appetite for climate risk or include this with an
existing category?

• Do these risks give rise to a standalone principal
risk or are they drivers or constituents of other
risks?

• If the risk is believed to be emerging for the
organization, are traditional methods of
assessing risk appropriate?

• How do these risk fit with the organization’s risk
universe or taxonomy and exiting risk profile?

• Is there a need to think about different ways to
measure the risk and management
preparedness?

• How does it make most sense to define these in
term of the organization’s strategy, objective and
resources to address these risk?

Source :EY: Towards TCFD compliance - Observations on reporting trends
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• How is the organization’s appetite for
addressing these risks reflected across its
control framework e.g., considered in
policies. Processes, training, etc.?

• Have potential climate-related scenarios
been analyzed and tested to ensure an
objective ad proportional response has
been applied to the identified climaterelated risks?

Allocating roles and responsibilities across three lines of defense in risk
management
1

3

• Carry out initial climate risk assessment
when onboarding clients or during periodic
review of existing clients
• Engage with clients to understand carbon
intensities and their business plans for
mitigating climate risk
• Understand, assess and consider
uncertainties and development around
timing and channels of climate risk

• Review control design and
execution
• Accountable over the
effectiveness of corporate
standards and business
compliance , including assurance
that the risk management process
is functioning and identifies
improvement opportunities

2
•
•
•
•
•

Set up and own central risk framework
Develop the tools for identifying and assessing climate risks
Deliver climate risk training
Develop scenarios and undertake stress testing
Support first line activity to understand, assess and consider uncertainties and
developments around timing and channels of climate risks

Source : Climate Financial Risk Forum Guide 2020, Risk Management Chapter
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3.4
Metrics and targets
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Pathway to leadership in climate-related metrics and targets

1

2

3

4

5

Basic

Developing

Established

Advanced

Leading

No reporting on
emissions
targets and key
climate-related
targets

Limited reporting
on climate-related
KPIs and targets
with time frames

Increase number of
climate-related
targets and
disclosed with clear
and consistent
approach, with
relevant
requirements of the
cross-industry
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Targets are set
yearly to
manage climaterelated risks and
opportunities
with disclosed of
annual progress

Disclose climaterelated KPIs related
to all sector key risks
with reference to
specific base year;
reporting on scope 1,
2 and 3 GHG
emissions with
historical data
provided for trend
analysis

Experiment with a variety of metrics to better understand exposure to physical
and transition risk as well as progress on climate change opportunities
2oC portfolio alignment

Climate finance and impact

Portfolio carbon footprint

The metric reflects the exposure
gaps of an investment portfolio to
a desired 2oC warming scenarios .

These are exposure-based metrics
represented in financial terms as :
• the dollar amount invested in
low-carbon projects such as
renewable energy projects or
climate change adaptations
projects
• relative share of low carbon
climate resilient to high carbon
climate risk inducing activities
within the portfolio
• avoided emission as a ratio to
the produced emissions

Carbon footprint accounting is
used to measure GHG
emissions associated with an
investment portfolio’s
underlying entities.

The calculation takes into
consideration warming
projections, alongside carbon
budget allocation, and
decarbonization pathway to
achieve a low carbon transition

Source :EY: Towards TCFD compliance - Observations on reporting trends
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It enables comparison to global
benchmarks, help identify
areas and actions for reducing
emissions, prioritizes
engagement efforts, and can
be used to track progress in
making carbon reductions.

Climate performance
score
This metric measures a
company’s climate change
risk exposure, management
practices, and preparedness
for transitioning to a lowcarbon economy.
While this metric is mainly
qualitative in nature, this
score can be indicative of the
relative climate change
performance which typically
include climate change
policies, low-carbon
transition strategy and
target setting.

Defining your ambition towards a low-carbon economy

Setting clear and long-term targets towards a low-carbon economy is an ongoing and evolving process.
Not only these targets are used to manage risk and opportunities, but they can also be used to
demonstrate the organization's performance over time.
Establish complete data for
emission baseline inventory

Understand future portfolio
growth projections and carbon
concentrations

Targets can be realistic yet
ambitious

An important first step is to
understand your current emissions
profile. Ensure that is as complete as
possible and reflects a conservative
estimation upon which to set the
baseline year.

Analyse potential changes to your
portfolio from an investment and
divestment perspective. Understand
the current concentration of high
carbon assets and the type of carbonintensive deals on the horizon to get
a sense of how a possible target
might affect your portfolio

A benchmark of what other financial
institutions are doing globally as well
as country-level commitments is a
good starting point. Reduction
targets can vary significantly ranging
from 50% reduction in carbon
emissions per dollar invested based
on baseline year to net-zero
emissions of investment portfolio by
2050.

Source: Investors Leadership Network: Perspective from institutional investors
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From visions to impact : the four considerations in setting science-based targets
Timeframe
What is the maximum
timeframe to meet your
targets?

LONG TERM

NEAR TERM

For example:

5 – 10 years from date
of target setting

Latest year 2050

Source : Science-Based Target Initiatives
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Ambition
What is the ambition level in
terms of limiting
temperature rise?
For example:

Scope 1 and 2: 1.5 °C
Scope 3: Well below 2
°C

Scope 1,2 and 3: 1.5 °C

Boundary
How much coverage or your
emissions inventory is
required?
For example:

Scope 1 and 2: 95%
Scope 3: if >40% of total
emissions ; 67%
coverage

Scope 1 and 2: 95%
Scope 3: 90%

Methods
What are the eligible
methods to set your
targets?
For example:

1. Absolute reduction
2. Sector specific intensity
convergence
3. Renewable electricity
4. Supplier or customer
engagement
5. Scope 3 economic intensity
reduction
6. Scope 3 physical intensity
reduction
1. Absolute reduction
2. Sector specific intensity
convergence
3. Renewable electricity
4. Scope 3 economic intensity
reduction
5. Scope 3 physical intensity
reduction

Hallmarks of leading practices on metrics and targets

Provide and overarching roadmap
for achieving your target,
providing shorter-term interim
targets to support the longer-term
goals.

Climate-related KPIs should be
established based on what is most
relevant in the context of the
resilience of the busines model to
climate-related risks

Use a science-based approach to
set your targets to reduce
emissions.

Participate in external
benchmarking of performance to
help track and assess progress.

Align executive pay to longer time
horizons and where relevant,
incorporate assured climaterelated metrics.

Start measuring scope 3
emissions and monitor their
alignment with the ambition that
has been set.

Develop appropriate control
systems for climate-related data
and disclosures. As a first steps
focus on improving internal
controls over the data collection
before obtaining third party
assurance.

Targets need to be well defined
and explained with reference to
specific timeframe, base yer and
milestones.

Source :EY: Towards TCFD compliance - Observations on reporting trends
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Top tip from leading reporter: HSBC Bank (UK) Pension Scheme
Understand your metrics

Train decision makers
Training trustees helps them to be informed
decision makers. Our training described the
proposed metrics and their methodology. We
also presented alternative metrics, so trustees
could see the advantages and disadvantages of
different options.

Learn how your metrics can be used, what
they can tell you and the data you need to
calculate them. Be aware of their limitations,
too. This will help you clarify how best to
include the metrics in your work – and where
you should be cautious.

Plan your disclosures

Keep metrics under review

Start planning your disclosures early based on
the data you need, incorporating enough time to
ask and receive data from different stakeholders
so you can build them into your TCFD reports.

This area is changing rapidly, with research
organizations developing new metrics and
companies generating better data. Build in
regular reviews to make sure that you stay up
to date.

Use external advisers
Talk to a range of people – including advisers and fund managers – so you can get new ideas and
different perspectives. The more diverse your advisory team, the better your outcomes.
Source : Accounting for Sustainability – Case Studies
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Ultimately, the aim is to

have a
dashboard of
metrics.
No single number can
provide a full picture of
our climate risk, but a
carefully selected
combination of metrics
can offer a muchrounded view.

Do you know ?

How much is the carbon emissions from manufacturing one iPhone?

Please use the poll to give your answer!
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Do you know ?

How much is the carbon emissions from manufacturing one iPhone?

Answer: All of the above
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3.5
Resources of implementing TCFD
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Where to go for more help and information ?

1

TCFD Knowledge Hub

The Hub hosts a range of resources to identify, analyze and report
climate-related financial information. The platform provides
insights and guidance throughout an organization’s disclosure
process. Other than frameworks and standard, the Hub provides
resources ranging from case studies to webinars and information
videos.

Source : TCFD Knowledge Hub, World Economic Forum
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2

World Economic Forum

The World Economic Forum (WEF) Climate Initiative provides a
global platform to help raise ambition and accelerate climate action
with a particular focus on collaborations across organisation and
sectors. WEF also publishes a range of resources on Global Risk,
Climate Governance and more.

Where to go for more help and information ?

3

World Business Council for
Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)
builds impactful coalitions and networks that facilitate the sharing
of knowledge, enable and accelerate the adoption of standards and
tools as well as create advocacy inputs for common policy asks.

Source : World Business Council for Sustainable Development , Network of Greening the Financial System
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4

Network of Central Banks and Supervisors
for Greening the Financial System

The Network of Central Banks and Supervisors for Greening the
Financial System (NGFS) provides a global network to help
strengthening the global response required to meet the goals of the
Paris agreement and to enhance the role of the financial system to
manage risks and to mobilize capital for green and low-carbon
investments in the boarder context of environmentally sustainable
development.

Where to go for more help and information ?

5

GHG Protocol

GHG protocol (GHGP) provide standard and guidance to measure
and report GHG emissions. GHGP covers GHGP Corporate
Standard, Scope 2 Guidance and Corporate Value Chain Scope 3
Accounting and Reporting Standard. Partnership for Carbon
Accounting Financials (PCAF), built on GHGP, provide standard for
measurement and disclosure of financed emissions, enabling
financial institutions to set science-based targets and align to their
portfolios with the Paris climate agreement

Source : GHG Protocol, Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials, Science-based Target
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6

Science-Based Target

SBT supports development, and independently assess and
approves science-based targets set by businesses to reduce GHG
emissions. SBT also provides criteria, guidance and
recommendation to support financial institutions in science-based
target setting. A net-zero target standard is currently development.
It provide principles, definitions, metric and target formulation
considerations for FIs

3.6
Challenges and practical approaches
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Challenges and practical approaches
Challenges

1

Lack of
reliable
emission data

2

Lack of
transparency
and
comparability

3

Reliance on
assumptions
and future
uncertainty

4

Complexity of
calculation

5

Suitability for
public
disclosure

Approaches

1

Engage with customers and
stakeholders, and participate in
wider initiatives, to help
enhance the availability of
decision useful granular
climate-related data for
customers

Source : TCFD - Forward-Looking Financial Sector Metrics
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2

Apply a data quality scoring
methodology to help assess
data quality challenges and
recognise areas for
improvement

3

Use external sources like MSCI’s
methodology to assess data to
improve consistency across
sectors

Selected examples of practical approaches in overcoming challenges

Banking

Illustrates how to overcome data quality score challenge

Example: Natwest

Natwest applies data quality scoring methodology to
help assess data quality challenges and recognising
areas for improvement
Key approach to enhance availability of decision useful
granular climate-related data for customers

A

Natwest approach in engaging with customers and
stakeholders, and participate in wider initiatives, to help
enhance granular customer data

Source : NatWest Group Climate-related disclosure report 2021
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B

Selected examples of practical approaches in overcoming challenges

Banking
Example: Natwest

Natwest applies multiple approaches to enhance
modelling capability and admits that climate scenario
analysis remains a developing phase for them and
strives to advance its analytic capabilities

Source : NatWest Group Climate-related disclosure report 2021
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Illustrates the approaches used to enhance modelling capability

C

Getting to know you

In your opinion, what is the most challenging area in the Implementation of
TCFD in your organization?

Please use the poll to give your answer!
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Short break

Page 55

Sharing sessions by
practitioners
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Panel discussion

Moderator:

Panel speakers:

Mathew Nelson

Noman Ali

Sébastien Soleille

Junaid Iqbal

Oceania Chief
Sustainability Officer, EY

Chief Financial Officer,
ESG and Sustainable
Finance, HSBC Group

Global Head of Energy
Transition and Environment,
BNP Paribas

Director (Head) Sustainability,
AIA Malaysia
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Workshop feedback
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Webinar feedback

Did you find the workshop useful?

Please use the poll to give your answer!
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Webinar feedback

Was the workshop effective in increasing your understanding of
implementing the TCFD recommendations?

Please use the poll to give your answer!
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